Improved generator objectives for GANs
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GANs target a mode-seeking divergence

Summary
Interpret GAN training as alternating two procedures:
D step: Estimate an invertible function of the density ratio
G step: Minimize a function of the density ratio over samples
Show that the standard GAN objective corresponds to
minimizing a mode-seeking divergence near reverse KL

What does the GAN objective used in practice optimize?

Ratio of data density to model density

In practice, GANs minimize an f-divergence:

Derive a family of generator objectives that tradeoff
sample diversity and sample quality.

Background
Given samples x from the data distribution q
Goal: learn a generative model p that is as close as possible to q
GAN minimax objective:

The standard GAN objective is more mode-seeking than reverse KL!

Optimizing different generator divergences

f-GANs
f-divergence

f-GAN objective: lower bound

Mode-Seeking

Plugging in the optimal discriminator into the GAN objective shows
that GANs minimize Jensen-Shannon divergence between q and p:

Mode-seeking objectives produce less diverse samples
α = -3

α = -1

GAN

RKL(α → 0)

Discriminator trained to maximize lower bound on f-divergence.
The optimal discriminator is a
function of the density ratio:

Generator objectives
Theory: minimize the lower bound with respect to the generator
GAN: minimize log P(fake)
Practice: minimize a different objective for the generator
GAN: maximize log P(real)

New generator objectives
Given the current discriminator, we can recover an estimate of the
density ratio:
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Hellinger (α = 0.5)

KL(α → 1)

noise

For GAN discriminator objective:
generated sample
discriminator
density ratio
loss

Mode-Covering

and use that estimate to approximate any f-divergence:

Mode-covering objectives lead to more diverse samples, but
sample quality is not degraded!
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